


infrastructure projects, and reinforce that these must continue to be integral to the ongoing 
development of the AAP.

Sustainable Travel in North Cambridge 

Cambridge is growing at pace and U&C endorses the efforts of all authorities, stakeholders and 
infrastructure providers who are currently involved in the multiple, prominent projects across 
the city and wider sub-region to facilitate and support this growth.  This includes, importantly, 
the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority (CPCA) and its work on delivering
significant improvements along the A10 and the Cambridgeshire Autonomous Metro (CAM) and 
the Greater Cambridge Partnership (GCP)  and the Waterbeach to Cambridge Public Transport 
Projects, as well as infrastructure schemes and investments provided by development projects 
themselves, such as at Waterbeach Barracks and Airfield. 

These combined infrastructure projects represent a vital step change in the ability of 
Cambridge and its wider subregion to continue to sustain significant economic growth whilst 
operating effectively and efficiently.  Together, they are critical in ensuring reliance on private 
vehicles is reduced and it is crucial that such projects align and work well together, creating a 
smoothly integrated sustainable transport system.   These projects are all prominent in their 
own right and many are still at an ‘options’ stage of evolution.  

The AAP has a key role in coordinating comprehensive development at NEC, particularly given 
the multiple ownerships, the complexity of the site and proposed development and the 
convergence of numerous infrastructure projects in this location.  U&C support the preparation 
of the AAP to secure this coordinated growth and importantly, a cohesive public transport 
system and integrated sustainable travel.  We have set out our key comments in this regard 
below:

Mere Way Sustainable Travel Link - U&C support the recognition in draft Policy 17 –
Connecting to the Wider Network – for the Mere Way link.  This is an important route being 
delivered by U&C as part of the Waterbeach New Town and it is vital that it is accommodated 
within NEC and that the development proposals respond positively to the route.  U&C are 
currently progressing the detailed design of Mere Way for its implementation in accordance 
with the early trigger on its outline permission.   With this detailed design underway, it is 
essential that ongoing work on the AAP takes into account the measures and design 
requirements of the route through the western component of the AAP area.  We recognise that 
the figures / plans provided with the draft Regulation 18 AAP are diagrammatic, however, 
consider that there should be full regard to the accurate alignment of Mere Way as it passes 
through NEC.  This is significant given the different ownerships at play and, whilst the route 
follows an existing Public Right of Way in this location, some minor works will be required to 
upgrade the route.  The Mere Way scheme is understood to affect both the Cambridge Regional 
College ownership and the adjacent private landowners and therefore this should be reflected 
on any plans showing the route for transparency. U&C is happy to engage further on the details 
of the route in this location to assist in it being accurately represented. 

Waterbeach Greenway – U&C also support the AAP’s reference to the Greenway and 
approach to addressing its routing.  This scheme has now secured funding and therefore it is 
necessary that the AAP continues to respond positively to it through subsequent stages of 
design and development. 

CPCA A10 Improvement Works – the A10 improvement works are a nationally significant 
project which would have a substantial positive impact on traffic movements both across 
Cambridge and the wider area.  The Milton Interchange is a key node on the Strategic Highway 
Network and there are planned improvements to this junction to increase its capacity.  Whilst 
the extent of the works committed as part of the U&C Waterbeach development should not 
have a direct impact on the NEC site, it is important that the AAP remains cognisant of its 
relationship to this junction and the wider A10 improvement works, which are still in evolution 
stages, and ensures that it does not have a detrimental impact on any future works being 
achieved. Furthermore, given the recognised capacity issues of the Milton Interchange within 
the AAP, there is an even greater onus on facilitating an effective public transport network 
through NEC. 

CAM and Waterbeach to Cambridge Project – Similarly, U&C welcomes the considerable 
recognition within the AAP to accommodating the CAM scheme, for which options are still being 
considered.  Given the prominence of this project and its potential ability to transform travel 






